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Optimal Search of Moving Target



Aided Optimal Search of Moving Target

Graph-based Searches in Dynamic Environments

⌅ Problem: What is the most informative set of nodes/locations in a
dynamically changing environment?

⌅ Example: Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS) with limited communication
range ) UAS based data-ferrying:

Not all UGS end-up in informative locations
Number of UGS visitable in a flight sortie is limited: range and endurance

⌅ State of the art
Estimating Gaussian Process covariance at current time, Garg et al. [?]
Randomized information-driven learning in static domain, Russo & Van Roy [?]

⌅ Neither approach can predict entropy forward in time
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Unattended Ground Sensors  
(UGS)

for processing. The onboard processor utilized
accurate road locations to generate waypoints and
camera steering commands and send them directly
to the autopilot. The method for building the way-
points and camera steering commands is described
in [17]. With the sensor steering automated, the
onboard processor could begin recording digitized
video of the road segment under surveillance.
Later, the collected video would be downloaded
and interpreted by human operators. The “hands-
off” road monitoring provided by this capability
was well received by operators as it offloads the
normally tedious task of manually maintaining
sensor view of the road.

2) UGS Data Collection: Thirty-one UGS
were deployed on roads in the exercise area, see
Figures 5 and 6. Because of the size of the area
and the ruggedness of the terrain, it took a couple
of long days to place the UGS and initialize them.
Once the UGS were in place, they were left,
collecting data, until the end of the two-week-long
exercise. Most of the UGS continued collecting
data until they were retrieved after the exercise,
but there were two that failed early.

Over the two weeks, the set of UGSs generated
53,000 intruder alerts. Many intruder alerts were
false alarms and were attributed to sensitivity of
the sensor to phenomena such as moving trees
and rain. Because the UGS used the GPS receiver
to precisely synchronize their clocks, the times
that intruder alerts were generated can be used
to compare alerts from different UGS. Since the
UGS locations are known, distances between the
UGS were calculated and used, along with the
alert times and measured speeds, to calculate
arrival windows for intruder at down-stream UGS.
If alerts were found at the downstream UGS in
the arrival window, they were paired with the
alerts from the upstream UGS in a track. Figure 7
shows an example of tracks generated over a 30
minute time window. Alerts that were included
in tracks were assumed to be true alerts. In this
manner all of the intruder alerts were examined
and it was found that about 30% of the intruder
alerts were true and 70% were false alarms.

3) Retrieving Data from the UGS with a UAV:
During the exercise, the UAVs were directed to

fly over the UGS to collect intruder alerts either
using operator selected waypoints from the PCC
or by using the on-board software to generate
plans, see Figures 9 and 8. Over the course of the
exercise the UAVs collected 4300 intruder alerts
from UGS, or roughly 8% of the alerts generated.
There were two issues that caused this number to
be lower that it could have been, flight restrictions
and data bandwidth.

During the exercise, the airspace was managed by
military controllers who were responsible for safe
operation of manned and unmanned aircraft. The
airspace was managed by imposing restrictions on
flight altitudes and areas. Because of these flight
restrictions, the UAVs could only occasionally
visit many of the UGS, and were never able to
visit some of the UGS.

The other issue was the data bandwidth available
from the UAV to the ground. For an intruder alert
to be retrieved from an UGS and delivered to the
operator, it is transferred between the elements on
the thick green line in Figure 3. The transfer starts
at the IUGS block and then goes through: ACCA,
PA, PCC, GVSM, GCCA, to the GCS block.
The data bandwidth bottleneck is the connection
between the autopilot and the PCC. This is the
Piccolo pass-through connection, which shares the
same radio as the command-and-control link for
the Piccolo autopilot. The ACCA automatically
transferred all intruder alerts to the autopilot for
download to the GCS. Because of the pass-through
limitation, the UGS were configured to upload
alerts to the ACCA that were generated within
the preceding hour, reducing the number of alerts
collected by the UAV. Ultimately, only 240 alerts
were transferred to the GCS.

Fig. 5. All of the UGS constructed for the exercise.
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that developing our own UGS would give us the
flexibility needed for research access, as well as
being more cost effective.

Our UGS design consisted of a custom circuit
board, a GPS receiver, a Doppler radar, a Wi-Fi
module, and an Overo R� module. The UGS board
is designed to integrate the other components using
their factory provided connectors as well as facili-
tate power saving by allowing power switching for
the Wi-Fi and GPS components. A Houston SS300
Doppler radar [14] acts as the intruder sensor. It
returns speeds for moving objects in its field of
view and range. While the GPS receiver reports
the position of the UGS, it also reports the GPS
time which allows synchronization of alerts over
all of the UGS and UAVs. The Overo R�retrieved
GPS and radar inputs, generated and stored filtered
intruder alerts, and sent them to the UAV when it
was in range. See Figure 2 for a photograph of the
UGS and a diagram of the UGS components.

Fig. 2. UGS hardware diagram.

C. UAV/UGS Communication

In order to communicate with the UGS and
transfer recorded measurements, a message inter-
face was developed. Table I lists the messages
passed between the UAV and the UGS when the
UAV flies close enough to the UGS to establish
a Wi-Fi connection. During the mission, the UAV

TABLE I
UAV/UGS MESSAGE PASSING.

FROM TO MESSAGE

UAV UGS HeartbeatMessage - Send Heartbeat
over multicast channel.

UGS UAV HeartbeatResponse - Send response
to heartbeat message as TCP/IP client

UAV UGS MessageQuery - Ask for all messages
since last contact.

UGS UAV QueryResponse - Send list of all mes-
sages being sent.

UGS UAV
IntruderAlert, DismountMessage -
send all messages that match the
query.

UAV UGS VicsAck - Send an acknowledgement
for each message received.

periodically sends a HeartbeatMessage that con-
tains its network address to any available UGS or
UAV in Wi-Fi range. Reception of a Heartbeat-
Message causes the receiver to connect as a client
to the enclosed address and send back a heart-
beat response. When the sending UAV receives a
HeartbeatResponse, it sends a message asking for
any intruder alerts since the time the two entities
previously communicated. The receiver sends the
requested IntruderAlerts, if any are available, and a
QueryResponse that lists all of the alerts sent. Each
message received, except the HeartbeatMessage, is
acknowledged by sending a VicsAck message.

V. ICE-T AUTONOMOUS UAV/UGS AREA
MONITORING ARCHITECTURE

The hardware and communication described in
section IV forms the heart of the overall UAV/UGS
system, however, a tremendous amount of sup-
porting systems were also needed for successful
deployment and test. As a part of the Value
of Information in Collaborative Systems (VICS)
initiative, members of the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) on the Intelligent Control and
Evaluation of Teams (ICE-T) program and the Hu-
man Effectiveness Directorate (RH) designed, im-
plemented, and tested a system comprised of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Unattended
Ground Sensors (UGS) that performs autonomous
intruder detection and isolation over a given area.
It was necessary to: design a common message set;
develop on-board processing capability; design and
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UGS  
developed  
at AFRL

DDDAS paradigm:  
“the model suggests where to sample data, 
the data improves the model” [F. Darema]
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Aided Optimal Search in UGS field

• Target is detected by sensor when it passes within sensing radius 
• Sensors record binary detections and time of detection 
• Searcher interrogates sensors in its neighborhood (on-demand data)
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• optimal search: stochastic target 

• dynamic programming [Eagle ’84], branch & bound  
[Eagle & Yee ’90, Lau ‘06], Bayesian approach [Bourgault et al. ’06] 

• pursuit-evasion: adversarial target 

• on graphs: full visibility [Cops & robbers], local visibility [Hunter & rabbit] 

• continuous space: full/partial visibility in a quadrant [Lion & Man game], in 
polygons, differential games [homicidal chauffeur] 

• intruder isolation over graphs: 

• delayed observations [Chen et al. ’14], Manhattan grid [Kalyanam et al. ’13] 

• Related problems: Sensor allocation [Blasch et al. ‘10], POMDP […],  
UGS-based localization [Niu et al. ‘06] 

Novelty: UGS, delayed/on-demand observations, continuous state space

Related work
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Aided Optimal Search in UGS field
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• Challenges: 

• delayed observations    
• require estimating the 

entire trajectory of target 
(large state space)     

• binary measurements  
• make continuous-space 

state estimation 
challenging

Estimation of Target trajectory
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Estimation of Target trajectory

curse of dimensionality

Related works discretize the scenario:

500m500m

250.000 states 
to model 
trajectory 

after 100 steps 

t=0
t=1

t=2

t=3
resolution 10m 

2500 states to model 
target position 
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• Challenges: 

• delayed observations    
• require estimating the 

entire trajectory of target 
(large state space)     

• binary measurements  
• make continuous-space 

state estimation 
challenging

Estimation of Target trajectory

Likelihood of detection Likelihood of no detection
13



Exact Bayesian Smoothing
Insight 1: with clever choice of distributions, Bayesian 
smoothing can be performed in closed form 

• Assume initial prior distributed as  
Gaussian Mixture model (GMM):

• Prediction phase of Bayes smoother produces a GMM

P(y1) = MP ({µ1,j , P1,j ,↵1,j}mi=1)

Likelihood of detection Likelihood of no detection
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• Update phase of Bayes smoother produces a GMM  
if measurement likelihoods are chosen wisely



Exact Bayesian Smoothing

MP ({µt,j , Pt,j ,↵t,j}mi=1)

Covariance 
is dense 

(quadratic 
complexity)

Insight 2: parametrizing the GMM in information  
(inverse covariance form) enables fast computation 

M({⌘t,j ,⌦t,j ,↵t,j}mi=1)

Information matrix 
is sparse 

(tridiagonal);  
linear complexity

Bayesian smoothing is inexpensive in information form:

Prediction Update
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Exact Bayesian Smoothing

• GMM inference is relatively fast even for large number  
of mixture components 

• number of mixture components doubles every time  
we get a “no detection” (GMM reduction mitigates the problem)

0 20 40 60 80 100
0
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Inference time

      30k       
components

Inference time 
(typical)
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Greedy search: visit maximum likelihood position
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Target Pursuit
• General formulation: plan a finite-horizon strategy that allows to 

minimize the uncertainty on the position of the target:

minimize target uncertainty 
(trace of the covariance at  

the end of the horizon)

we satisfy searcher  
motion constraints

subject to:

the posterior of the target 
trajectory is consistent 

with the Bayesian smoother

(initial searcher state)
(searcher dynamics)

(max searcher speed)
(max searcher acc)

(initial target posterior)
(target posterior evolution)

(measurements)
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• General formulation is hard to solve, mainly because of the (non-
convex) expressions of the Bayesian smoothing equations

Target Pursuit
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Idea 1: approximate the posterior with weighted set of  
particles 

Bayesian smoothing can be phrased as: 
• particle trajectory prediction (can be precomputed) 
• weight update (linear constraint)



• Depending on searcher motion we collect measurements or not

Target Pursuit

weight update:
if measurement 

is acquired 

otherwise

Idea 2: use binary variables to decide whether  
measurements are acquired or not 

• The finite-horizon planning problem  becomes a  
Mixed-Integer Convex Program

log(!(k)
⌧+1) = log(!(k)

⌧ ) + bi⌧ log(P(z0⌧ |y
(k)
1:⌧ )) bi⌧ 2 {0; 1}
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sample-based approximation  
of trajectory posterior

cost minimizes trace of sample covariance

which in turns reduces the  
sample covariance 

x

visiting a sensor reduces 
weight of samples crossing that sensor 

 

x
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Implementation in IBM ILOG  
CPLEX Optimization Studio 
• planning horizon: L = 40 
• #Sensors: 100 
• #Samples = 500 
• planned trajectory in yellow 

• finite-horizon planning: 
• plan for L look-ahead steps 
• then execute the plan 
• re-plan when needed

Aided Optimal Search
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Greedy

Proposed



 
scenario: high target speed 

(proposed approach)
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scenario: high target agility 

(proposed approach)
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scenario: multimodal initial target 
distribution (proposed approach)

50 Monte Carlo runs - simulation ends when: pursuer finds target 
(Loc), target escapes square region (Esc), or max time elapses (Max)

Typical planning time 
(in seconds)
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Conclusion

• Aided Optimal Search: search of stochastic target in UGS field 
• on-demand, delayed observations 
• continuous state space 

• Target trajectory estimation: exact Bayesian smoothing  
in information form 
• fast, exact 
• nr. of components grows over time  

(model reduction mitigates the problem) 
• Target pursuit: mixed-integer convex programming (MIP) 

• grounded, produces meaningful plans 
• MIP is NP-hard (but timing is acceptable for relatively large 

problem size/horizon)
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